LEGAL

C ASE STUDY:

Comparing How Two Law Firms Secure
Sensitive Client Data With Red Canary
Learn how Red Canary helps the world’s largest and most prestigious law firms
secure high-profile client data against attacks.
GLOBAL LAW FIRM 1

GLOBAL LAW FIRM 2

VS
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTS

# of Attorneys:

750+

Revenue:
Endpoints:
Locations:

$1B+
2,500
10+

Revenue:

# of Attorneys:

1,500+

Endpoints:
Locations:

$500M+
5,000+
40+

STAFFING & RESOURCES

$54.64M

3,000+

100+
750+
Employees

5-10
<5

IT Budget

Employees in
IT org.

Employees in
info. security

Employees

$8.33M

15-20

IT Budget

Employees in
IT org.

Employees in
info. security

CHALLENGES
Security Gaps
The firm had basic security tools like antivirus and firewall
in place, but the bulk of its controls were focused on
meeting compliance regulations rather than improving
security. When a new Director of Information Security
joined the firm, he recognized the need to quickly improve
the organization’s security program. Sophisticated and
commodity attacks could easily bypass the firm’s existing
tools without anyone knowing.

Lacking Visibility and Detection
Understanding the critical nature of the information
that they are charged to protect, the firm was ready to
invest in stronger endpoint controls. Its security director
recognized investigations were taking too long and they
sometimes lacked the necessary information. They began
looking at Carbon Black Response, a leading Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR) solution, because it would
provide deep visibility into user and endpoint activity.
However, the firm did not have the resources in place to
continuously hunt for, investigate, and respond to threats.
Building a program would take years—and an immediate
solution was necessary.

GLOBAL LAW FIRM 1

GLOBAL LAW FIRM 2

VS
NEEDS

•
•
•

Rapid security improvements to safeguard sensitive
client data
Better visibility across the environment
Ability to isolate and remediate hosts regardless of the
user’s location

•
•
•

Continuous endpoint monitoring and hunting to
identify targeted attacks by foreign entities
Deep technical expertise with Carbon Black Response.
Team of experts to hunt, investigate, and respond to
threats to prevent breaches

SOLUTION
A Trusted Partner
The Director had previously partnered with Red Canary
and was impressed with the team’s deep security
expertise. Deploying Red Canary enabled the firm to
quickly level up its security program and get results on
day one. Benefits included visibility across endpoints,
continuous hunting and threat detection, investigation of
every potential threat, and remote remediation tooling.
The Director gained confidence that sensitive client data
was secured against even the most advanced attacks.

Continuous Hunting & Investigation
The firm knew that Red Canary had deep expertise using
Carbon Black technology. Once the Security Director
saw that Red Canary could use the endpoint data Carbon
Black collected in order to provide continuous monitoring,
hunting, and response, he decided to implement the
solution as a core layer of defense. The firm trusts Red
Canary to examine all of their endpoint activity and
identify threats, allowing the internal team to focus on
other priorities across the security program.

RED CANARY TYPICAL PERFORMANCE OVER 30 DAYS

2,557

2,891
1,619

Endpoints
monitored

3,684

2,577

False positives
eliminated

1,629
Potential threats
reviewed

57

359M

105M
Processes &
executables analyzed

2
Confirmed
threats detected

About Red Canary
Red Canary helps the world’s largest and most prestigious law firms secure client data
against attacks. The cloud-based service combines advanced engineering with deep
expertise in security operations and incident response to help defenders prepare for,
identify, and eradicate threats.

See how Red Canary can improve your firm’s security.
Visit redcanary.com/demo

